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Let a be a real irrational number. Define for all real numbers 23 5:1,

X(23, a) to be the number of solutions in integers p, q satisfying the

inequalities

| qa — p |   < 1/q    and    1 ^ q g B.

The purpose of this note is to consider the following question. If a

and a' are equivalent irrational numbers (see [2] for all terminology)

then  is

\(B,a)~\(B,a')?

We show that this is usually the case. But there are exceptions,

namely when the partial quotients of a grow too fast.

Let a= [a0, ci, a2, • • ■ ] he expressed by means of its continued

fraction. Let an= [an, an+i, • • • ] and pn/qn= [ao, Hi, • • • , a„]. From

[l] we have the following formula for counting:

Lemma. Set for all v^O, X„= [iav+i+qv-i/qvy!2]+p, where p, is

computed as follows:

if a,+i = 1 then py = 0,

if ar+i = 2 then p» = 1,

if a„+i ^ 3 then p, has a contribution of 1 for the truth of each of the

following:

(1) cty+i < q,/q,-i + 2,

(2) qr+i/°> < a,+2 + 2,

iso p, = 0, 1, 2). Then given any k, l=k^ [ian+i+qH-i/qn)112], we have

n—l

\ikqn, a) = zZ X. + * + 0(1) (n-»co).
>-o

([x ] = largest integer ^ x).

The main result is expressed in terms of continued fractions. In

corollaries we express results for XiB, a).

Theorem. Let a = [a0, ai, • • • ] and a' = [a0', a{, ■ ■ ■ } be equiva-
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lent irrational numbers; so say that /or n^na, an+i+i=an' ■ Let X„, pv/or

a. and X/ , pi /or a' be the quantities 0/ the lemma. Let no < ffi < n2 <  • • •

be the integers such that Xn,+z+i^K,>    v = l,2, 3, • ■ • .

Then there is a constant C> 1 such that nv>C",    v = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Proof. It clearly suffices to assume that a= [a0, ■ ■ ■ , at, a']. So

suppose w > re0 is such that Xn+;+i ̂ X„'. Then certainly

[(an+i+i + qn+i/qn+w)11*] * [(«»'+! + gn'-i/<7»')1/2]

or the inequality in (1) or in (2) are different for primed and unprimed

symbols. It suffices to consider all the possible cases separately and

show that the indices where the given case has inequality increases

exponentially. The same type of argument works in all the cases so

Ave assume, say, that

(3) [(an+,+i + qn+i/qn+i+i)112} >  [(«»'+! + fci-i/?.')1^]

and show these indices increase exponentially.

Now since an+;+i = an' for all wS;0 we have also an+i+1=a„'. Then

in order for (3) to hold we must have an+i+2 = an+1 = a2 — 1 for some

integer a ^2. Then (3) is equivalent to

(4) Oin+l+3 + qn+l/On+l+l  >   1   >   dn+i +  On-l/On-

In particular we have qn+i/qn+i+i>q'n-i/qn' which is equivalent to w

being even since qi+i/qt+i > q{ /q0'. Further, for the left inequality in

(4) to hold, we must have either an+!+i=l or a„+;+3=l. Again it

suffices to show separately that the indices « where an+i+s= 1 and (3)

holds and where an+;+i = 1 and (3) holds increase exponentially. Again

the arguments are essentially the same so we assume that an+!+3= 1.

Then one checks easily that (4) is equivalent to

Qn /ql-1  >   1   + Ctn + 3   =   1  + Ctn+l+t  >   qn+l+l/On+l-

So we see that

(5) an+i+i = 1 + an+*+4

and

<?n'-l/<?n-2   <  OCn+i  =   Ctn+l+i  <  qn+l/'qn+l-l-

Hence a„+; = a„+z+5. Continue and we see that for all g, O^g^w —2,

we have

(6) an+i-„ = an+i+s+0

and
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a2n+i+i > qi+i/qi

(using the fact that n is even). To recapitulate we say the sequence

of partial quotients of a has property Pn for an integer n provided n

is even, an+i+i = a2 — 1, a„+7+3 = l and (5), (6) hold. We will show

that the sequence of integers n such that P„ is true increases exponen-

tially.

Suppose that P„, Pn+2r, Pn+2«, 0<r<5 are true. We will show that

5sJm/10. So suppose to the contrary that 5<m/10.

Now let t = r or s. Then for l^g^M —2 we see that

Qn+l+4+g  =   071+1+4+0+4*

by using P„ and Pn+4i, that is the sequence a„+/+5, • • • , a2n+i+i is

periodic of periods 4r and 4s. Also the remainder of the sequence

mod 4-t starts the next period. Continue the sequence to be an infinite

sequence of period 45. Then the resulting sequence has period 4r also;

that is for all integers x — 0

On+l+5+x  =   an+;+5+I+4r.

To see this we note that it is clear when n+Z+5+x+4r^2m+/ + 2,

that is when x^m — 3— 4r. Since 0<r<5 and 105<m we see that

45^m — 3 — 4r. Thus writing x = 45g+p,    0^p<45 we have

an+l-ih+x  =   an+l+6+p  =   On+(+5+p+4r   =   a„+;+5+x+4r,

as desired.

So let u be the minimum period of this sequence. Then p\ir and

u|45. Since r<s we have p,<45. Singling out some sequence of 45

terms we have the following type of sequence

bl bi b% bi  •   •   •  &28-1 b2„ &28+1 ̂ 2s+2 b2s+3 #2s+4   ■   ■   ■  £>4s-l ^4,,

x   1  y Vi ■ ■ ■ D2s-i   z      1        i       j     z)2s-i • • •    v*     u

where x?^l, which has period /u|45, p.<45. We show that this is im-

possible, giving the desired contradiction.

Write 4s = pp. where p>l. First note that 2|p, since if it did then

2s = p'p. and

x = bi = &i+p'„ = bi+2s = 1.

Thus in particular p~4 and p ^ 3. Now for all g satisfying 2^g^2s — 3

we have b2a+i~3 = b2s+2+g. Choose integers n, f satisfying l^n<£ and

7)+{ = p. Then one can check that

25 + 4 ^ 2 + fM = 45 - 1,        1 ^ 1 + nn g 45.
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Thus letting g = 2+^p— (2s+2)=£p, — 4s we have

1 = 62+fM = bi,+i+a — bi,+i-({p-i,)

= bu+i-tp — 0i+M(<>-n = bi = x

a contradiction.

The contradiction was obtained by assuming s<w/10 so that

s2:«/10. Suppose we have Pnv Pn„ Pn„ • • • . Then with « = «„

n+2r = nr+i, n+2s = nr+i we have

ffr+2 — ff, ^ m,/5    or nv+2 ^ 6ff„/5.

Thus we see nv^C" for some C> 1 as desired. This completes the proof

of the theorem.
The notation will continue to be the same as that set up in the

theorem.

Corollary 1. For all n we have with l^k^ [(an+i+an_i/a„)1/2],

\(kqn', a') =\(kq„+i+i, a)+0(log log qn') («—><»).

Proof. Since | X„+;+i—X„' | ^3 for any n we have from the theorem

and lemma

n-l n+l

A(ft?„', a') = £ \; + k + 0(1) =   ZUH O(log ff)
»=0 v=l+l

n+l

= 23 A» + k + O(log «) = \(kqn+i+i, a) + O(log n)

and so the result follows since w = 0(log a„').

The next corollary says, in particular, that for almost all numbers

a, a has the same asymptotic estimate as any number equivalent to

a (see [3]).

Corollary 2. I/\(B, a)~C log B /or some constant C>0, and a'

is equivalent to a, then \(B, a)~X(i3, a').

Proof. There is a constant G>0 such that qn' ^qn+i+i^Ciqn'

and so from Corollary 1 we see that \(kqn', a)~C log kqn'

(l^Jfeg [(an+i+on_i/gn)1/2])- Then given B there is an n and such a

k with kq^ ^B<(k + l)qn' or else [(a„+i+2»-i/3»)1/2k» ^B<qn+i,

say Ni^B<N2. Then since \(Ni, a') =\(N2, a')+0(1) we are done.

Of course, if an explicit error term had been given we could derive

one for the difference between X(7i, a) and X(7>, a').

Corollary 3. There are equivalent numbers a and a' such that

\(B, a) and \(B, a') are not asymptotic.
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Proof. It is clear that if 1^2 and a= [a0, • • • , ai, a'] then there

is a G>1 (depending only on a0, • • • , a;) such that qn+i+i^Ciqn ■

So given a0, • • • , at, 1^2 we now construct a'. Note first from the

Lemma

x(?.',«') = Z«:i,! + ow.
»-l

So we may define inductively integers k„, an+i such that

lim — X(o„, a ) = 0    and    1 ^ Cikn < a„+i.
n—»ae   Kn

Then using Corollary 1 we see that

X(£„0n+>+i, a) \iknqn,a) 1
lim-S lim-= — < 1
«->» \ik„qn+i+i, a')      «->« \iCiknqn,a')       Ci

as desired.

However we have the following

Corollary 4. Zei a, a' be any two equivalent irrationals. Then

X(on, a) = X(<7„, a) + O(log log qn) in —> oo;

0/ze error term «5 smaller than the main term by [l ]).

Proof. Since q„' ^qn+i+i^Ciqn' (C2>0, constant) and \ikqn', a')

^X(g„', a')+k + Oil) for any k we have by Corollary 1

Hqn+i+i, cx) = \iqn', a') + 0(log log g„')

= Hqn+i+u a) + 0(log log qn+i+i).
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